**Multinational Division Center-South**

**CURRENT OPERATIONS TASKS**

**SAFE AUTUMN**
- **T1:** Conduct SF patrols to clear all areas of movement in Ad Diwaniyah Province.
- **P1:** Maintain good relations with the local population.

**STEEL MEADOW II**
- **T1:** Clearing of ASIL BELLY
- **P1:** Prevent from using explosives against CF

**SAFE MOVEMENT**
- **T1:** Establish guards along the roads.
- **P1:** Inform CF about IED/CIED activity.

**OIL DROP**
- **T1:** Destroy insurgent cells and help separate them from the population.
- **T2:** Conduct micro-projects
- **T3:** Construct JSS/2
- **P1:** Regain control over the district and improve living conditions of the population.
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BEST PRACTICES

Precise, small scale operations

Agriculture Union

Local Sheiks’ engagement

Possibly benefited farmers:
- Al Budayr: 16,078
- Sumer: 1,499
- Ash Shinafiyah: 546
- Ghammas: 2,714
- Mahnalja: 621
- Ad Daghrah: 870
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